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Abstract: Ultra-wideband (UWB) sensor networks can be efficiently applied to collect data through sensors deployed for
preserving environment and rescuing lives. The high-precision positioning capabilities of UWB technology, based on its
operation of ultra-short data bearing pulses, can be a reliable solution for such applications. Most of the UWB positioning
techniques are based on time-of-arrival of the first path which can be effectively estimated when the probability of early
detection (PoED) is accurately evaluated. In this study, we study the PoED of UWB positioning sensor networks subject to
narrowband interference modelled with Nakagami-m distribution. We derive novel closed-form approximate expressions
which are simpler and have remarkable accuracy compared to the previously published semi-infinite series expressions.
Furthermore, to simplify our approach, we present tight lower and upper closed-form bounds for the PoED. Numerical results
and simulations are performed to validate the analytical derivations.
1 Introduction

Ultra-wideband (UWB) communication has some very
attractive features over traditional wireless transmission
technologies such as applications for networking, imaging,
radar, emergency communications and also efficient ranging-
positioning capabilities that is the UWB positioning systems.
All these benefits arisen by the inherent technology of UWB
where ultra-short data bearing pulses are transmitted. One of
the major benefits of UWB technology is its capability of
accurate position estimation in highly cluttered environments
[1–4]. UWB positioning systems offer high accuracy
compared to the traditional Global Positioning System owing
to its efficiency in cluttered environments and its high
temporal resolution and multipath immunity [5–7].

Sensor networks are usually asynchronous wireless
networks where no infrastructure is required and with nodes
consisting of handheld devices carried by people or wireless
sensors. Nodes in such networks discover each other
automatically when the network is deployed and
communicate directly with each other with no user
intervention and thus exploit the advantages of autonomous
behaviour, self-organisation abilities and adaptability to
changing environment [3]. In Fig. 1, we present a possible
scenario where a number of sensors form a wireless UWB
sensor network. This sensor network spans over a forest
tree and is capable of preventing unwanted situations such
as a fire disaster. Each UWB sensor can send information
data via the network to the monitoring server and/or notify
any UWB user in a short-to-medium range. A similar
application was presented in [8–10] where the deployment
strategy for sensors was investigated.
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There are many techniques to estimate the positioning of a
target node of which the time-based approach positioning
technique is the most efficient owing to its accuracy in
measurements. The estimation of the range between the
target and the node is based on the estimation of the time-
of-arrival (ToA) of the signal at the receiver and specifically
the arrival of the first path [11–13]. The ToA estimation in
UWB receivers can be evaluated via a simple technique
based on the utilisation of energy detectors (EDs) and
specifically on the probability of detecting the first path,
that is the probability of early detection (PoED). The low-
complexity circuitry ED, which is operated at sub-Nyquist
sampling rates, detects the first signal path by comparing its
output with a predefined threshold [14]. In several previous
published papers the estimation of ToA of UWB
positioning systems under narrowband (NBI) and wideband
interference (WBI) has been investigated. In the important
works of Dardari et al. in [11, 12], the authors have
evaluated the performance of the UWB positioning systems
in the presence of NBI and WBI. However, in both works
the PoED is presented as semi-infinite nested sums.

In this paper, we evaluate the PoED of the first path when
the UWB positioning sensor network is experienced NBI
subjected to Nakagami-m fading. Specifically, we derive
an accurate approximate closed-form expression as a finite
sum of the confluent hypergeometric function U(.; .; .).
Furthermore, to simplify the above expressions, we
present tight upper and lower bounds on the PoED of the
first path. The bounds are obtained in a unified closed
form as a finite sum in terms of complementary error
function erfc(.) and confluent hypergeometric function
1F1(.; .; .). The derived analytical results are validated by
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Fig. 1 UWB sensor network for environmental applications
simulations that verify the accuracy of the analytical
expressions.

The novelty and technical contribution of this paper is
three-fold:

1. Theoretical analytical results of the application of UWB
technology in outdoor environments are presented.
Specifically, we efficiently estimate the position of a node
in a wireless sensor network that is useful for emergency
communications. The analysis can be an efficient tool for
rescue teams to accurately locate where people involved in
accidents and thus rescuing lives.
2. Simple closed-form expressions for the PoED of the first
path of UWB signals which is absolutely necessary for
estimating the ToA of the first path are derived. The first
path, in most cases, is not the strongest signal making the
estimation of both the PoED and ToA an interesting issue.
3. Lower and upper tight bounds on the PoED are also
derived which not only simplify the above expressions but
also give to the researchers the necessary tools to efficiently
calculate the lower and upper limits of the PoED.

This paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides the
system and channel model of the UWB positioning system
under consideration. Section 3 describes the proposed
analytical methodology for the derivation of the PoED.
Tight lower and upper bounds are presented in Section
4. The derived PoED analytical results are compared with
Monte Carlo simulations in Section 5. Finally, some
concluding remarks are given in Section 6.

2 System and channel model

We consider a non-coherent estimation system where an ED
is used, which it is capable of estimating the ToA of the
first path [14]. EDs based on a simple threshold h which
can be determined on the evaluation of the PoED as
proposed in [12]. We also assume frequency-selective,
slowly varying fading channels. The received signal after
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elimination of its out-of-band noise through a bandpass
filter can be written as

r(t) = s(t) + i(t) + n(t) (1)

where s(t) is given in [11, eqs. (2) and (3)] as a function of L
mutlipath components composed of delays, tl’s, and path
gains, al’s, for l ¼ 1, 2, . . . , L. In (1) we assume that i(t)
represents the NBI and n(t) is the additive white Gaussian
noise with one-sided power spectral density, N0.
Additionally, the NBI can be approximated by a single-tone
interference [15] with amplitude aI as

i(t) =
���
2I

√
aI cos(2pfI t + fI ) (2)

where I is the average received power and fI is the centre
frequency of NBI. We also assume that aI is a random
variable (RV) that follows the Nakagami-m distribution
given by

faI
(aI ) =

2mma2m−1
I

G(m)
e−ma2

I (3)

where m is the Nakagami-m fading parameter and E{a2
I } = 1

where E{.} denotes expectation. Also, it is assumed that both
aI and wI are independent and identically distributed RVs and
also wI is uniformly distributed over [0, 2p].

3 ToA and PoED

3.1 ToA and thresholding

The ToA is equal to the path delay of the direct path, that is,
t ¼ t1 and its estimation is based on r (t). The true delay of
the direct path signal t is contained in the time slot
nToA ¼ ⌊t/Tint⌋ (The symbol ⌊.⌋ denotes the integer floor
function.) where Tint is the integration time, for example,
the output of the ED is sampled at every Tint. So to obtain
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the ToA, t, we need to estimate nToA which in our case can be
effectively estimated by comparing the output of the ED with
a predefined fixed threshold h. The selection of an appropriate
threshold, h, is critical, since if it is low there will be a high
probability to detect signals owing to the presence of noise
and interference which is not the first path, and if h is large
enough there is a high probability of detecting an erroneous
path. So the selection of the appropriate threshold is critical
and based on the PoED [12]. The PoED can then be
applied to any search-back ToA estimation algorithm and
thus the ToA can be easily estimated [14].

3.2 Probability of early detection

The PoED, PED, and thus the estimation of the ToA of the
direct path, is given by [11, eq. (25)]

PED ≃ p

2
(NToA − 3) (4)

where

p = Em QM/2

�����
2m2

√
,

�������
2TNR

√( ){ }
(5)

m is an RV given by [11, eq. (21)]

m =
a2

I INRNsymTint

Tf

[1 + sinc(2n)] = lgI (6)

where l = {(INRNsymTint)/(Tf )}[1 + sinc(2n)]; gI = a2
I ;

INR W ITs/N0 is the interference-to-noise ratio; Ts is the
symbol duration; Nsym is the number of symbols of the
preamble of each packet for acquisition, synchronisation
and ranging; TNR W h/N0 is the threshold-to-noise ratio
(TNR). The parameter NToA is an integer depending on the
ToA t of the first path and M ¼ 2WNtTint is a positive
integer where W is the bandwidth of the ideal bandpass
zonal filter (BPFZ) where the received signal is incoming
first and Nt ¼ NsymNs is the number of pulses compose the
preamble at the beginning of each packet and Ns denotes
the number of frames per symbol.

4 Approximation of the PoED

Since aI follows a Nakagami-m distribution, gI is distributed
according to a gamma distribution given by

fgI
(gI ) =

mmgm−1
I

G(m)
e−mgI (7)

Using (7) and after a simple transformation of RVs, the
distribution of, m, can be given by

fm(m) = 1

l
fgI

m

l

( )
= mm

lmG(m)
mm−1e−(mm/l) (8)

By averaging (5) over (8) the PoED can be evaluated by the
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following integral

p =
∫1

0

QN (
�����
2m2

√
,

�������
2TNR

√
)

mm

lmG(m)
mm−1e−mm/l dm

= mm

lmG(m)

∫1

0

mm−1e−mm/lQN (
�����
2m2

√
, b) dm

= am

G(m)

∫1

0

mm−1e−amQN (m, b) dm (9)

where N ¼ (M/2) is a positive integer, a = (m/
��
2

√
l) and

b =
�������
2TNR

√
. To the best of our knowledge, there is not

any closed-form solution for the above integral. Therefore
our intention is to find an accurate approximate closed-form
solution. An accurate approximation for the Marcum
Q-function is given in [16, eq. (6)] as

QN (m, b) ≃
∑n

k=0

G(n + k)n1−2km2k2−kG(N + k, (b2/2))

G(k + 1)G(n − k + 1)G(N + k)e(m2/2)

(10)

which is valid for 0 , m , 2n. The above formula for the
Marcum Q-function is based on the approximation for the
Bessel function given in [17, eq. (5)] and its accuracy
increases as n increases. Therefore by applying (10) in (9)
we have

p ≃ am

G(m)

∑n

k=0

Tk,n,N

∫1

0

mm+2k−1 e−(m2/2)e−am dm (11)

where

Tk,n,N = G(n + k)n1−2k2−k
G(N + k, (b2/2))

G(k + 1)G(n − k + 1)G(N + k)
(12)

The integration in (11) can be evaluated in closed form using
[18, eqs. (3.4.62) and (9.240)], [19, eq. (13.1.33)] as

p ≃ am

G(m)

∑n

k=0

Tk,n,N 2−k−(m/2)G(2k + m)U k + m

2
,

1

2
,

a2

2

( )

(13)

where U (., ., .) is the Kummer’s confluent hypergeometric
function of the second kind defined in [19, eq. (13.2.5)].
Now, by substituting (13) in (4) the PEoD can be
derived in closed form. More, when the NBI is subject to
Rayleigh fading the PoED can be easily extracted by setting
m ¼ 1.

The derived result can be easily evaluated with any
standard commercial mathematical software package and
most important is presented in an easily handling finite sum
as opposed to semi-infinite nested sums both for Rayleigh-
and for Nakagami modelled NBI presented in [11, eq. (28),
12, eq. (38)], respectively.

5 Closed-form bounds for the PoED

It is obvious from (4) that the expectation of the RV p with
respect to the fading of the interferer gI, that is the
expectation of the Marcum Q-function, plays an important
role in the evaluation of the PoED. In [20, 21] were
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presented tight bounds on the generalised Marcum Q-function
for M/2 [ N for all a ≥ 0, b . 0 were presented as

QM/2−0.5(a, b) , QM/2(a, b)QM/2(a, b) , QM/2+0.5(a, b)

(14)

or by taking the expectation with respect to m

E{QM/2−0.5(a, b) , E{QM/2(a, b)}E{QM/2(a, b)}

, E{QM/2+0.5(a, b)} (15)

From (14) the order of the Marcum Q-function, M/2–0.5
or M/2 + 0.5 is an odd multiple of 0.5 and thus by using
[21, eq. (11)] can be evaluated as follows

QN (a, b) = 1

2
erfc

b+ a��
2

√
( )

+ 1

2
erfc

b− a��
2

√
( )

+ 1

a
����
2p

√
∑N−1.5

k=0

b2k

2k

∑k

q=0

(−1)q(2q)!

(k − q)!q!

∑2q

i=0

1

(ab)2q−ii!

× ((−1)i e−((b−a)2/2) − e−((b+a)2/2)) (16)

where N ¼ M/2 + 0.5 for the upper and lower bounds of
Q-function, respectively.

The bounds of (17) can be evaluated by using (16) and (8)
and after some algebraic manipulations can be written as

p =
∫1

0

QN (
�����
2m2

√
,

�������
2TNR

√
)

mm

lmG(m)
mm−1 e−(mm/l) dm

= mm

2lmG(m)

∫1

0

mm−1e−(mm/l)erfc(
������
TNR

√
+ m) dm︸︷︷︸

I1

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

+
∫1

0

mm−1e−(mm/l)erfc(
������
TNR

√
− m) dm︸︷︷︸

I2

+ 1��
p

√
∑N−1.5

k=0

TNRk
∑k

q=0

(−1)q(2q)!

(k − q)!q!

∑2q

i=0

1�������
2TNR

√ 2q−i
i!

× (−1)i

2(2q−i/2)

∫1

0

mm−2q+i−2e−(
����
TNR

√
−m)2

e−(mm/l) dm︸︷︷︸
I3

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

− 1

2(2q−i/2)

∫1

0

mm−2q+i−2e−(
����
TNR

√
+m)2

e−(mm/l)dm︸︷︷︸
I4

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
(17)

By assuming that the Nakagami fading parameter m takes
only integer values then the integrals I1 and I2 can be
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directly calculated by using [22, eq. (2.8.9.1)] as follows:

I1 = (−1)m−1 ∂m−1

∂rm−1

1

r
erfc(

������
TNR

√
)

([

− e(r2+4r
����
TNR

√
/4)erfc

������
TNR

√
+ r

2

( ))]
(18a)

I2 = (−1)m−1 ∂m−1

∂rm−1

1

r
erfc(

������
TNR

√
)

([

− e(r2+4r
����
TNR

√
/4)erfc

������
TNR

√
− r

2

( ))]
(18b)

I3 = 1

2
e−TNR G

−1 + i + m − 2q

2

( )[

×1 F1

−1 + i + m − 2q

2
,

1

2
,

(m − 2
������
TNR

√
l)2

4l2

( )

+ (−m + 2
������
TNR

√
l)

l
G

i + m − 2q

2

( )

×1F1

1

2
(i + m − 2q),

3

2
,

(m − 2
������
TNR

√
l)2

4l2

( )]
(18c)

and

I4 = 1

2
e−TNR

G
−1 + i + m − 2q

2

( )[

×1 F1

−1 + i + m − 2q

2
,

1

2
,

(m + 2
������
TNR

√
l)2

4l2

( )

− (m + 2
������
TNR

√
l)

l
G

i + m − 2q

2

( )

×1F1

1

2
(i + m − 2q),

3

2
,

(m + 2
������
TNR

√
l)2

4l2

( )]
(18d)

where r ¼ m/l and 1F1(., . ;.) is the Kummer’s confluent
hypergeometric function of the first kind defined in [19, eq.
(13.1.2)].

When NBI is subjected to Rayleigh fading, that is, m ¼ 1,
(18a) and (18b) are getting much simpler owing to the
fact that the partial derivative with respect to m 2 1 is
eliminated.

6 Numerical and simulation results

In this section we derive plots concerning the PoEd. We
assume a square root-raised cosine transmitted pulse with
roll-off factor 0.6, pulse duration parameter tp ¼ 0.8 ns, and
centre frequency f0 ¼ 4.0 GHz. The bandwidth of BPFZ is
placed in W ¼ 1.6 GHz. The integration time of the ED is
assumed to be Tint ¼2 ns. The preamble of each packet
consists of Ns ¼ 4 pulses per symbol and with a frame
duration Tf ¼ 128 ns. The subinterval duration T ¼ 120 ns
and Ta ¼ 100 ns. The considered NBI is modelled as a tone
at frequency fI ¼ 3.5 GHz subject to Nakagami-m fading.
The results presented are obtained for the IEEE 802.15.4a
CM4 channel model characterising non-line-of-sight indoor
propagation in large office environment [23]. Also, for the
approximative expression given in (13) we use n ¼ 1000
summing terms.
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In Figs. 2 and 3, we plot the PoEd for different INR values
and also for different number of preamble symbols Nsym ¼ 1
or Nsym ¼ 20 for m ¼ 2.3. We also depict the no-interference
case for comparison reasons. From Figs. 2 and 3, and given a
specific requirement on PoED, (4) can be used to obtain the
required threshold, h, through TNR, that is, the ToA
estimation. We observe that the PoED is highly affected by
the INR and when the number of preamble symbols
increase the PoED is also increased.

In Figs. 4 and 5, the lower and upper bounds of the PoED
for the case where M is an odd multiple of 0.5 are shown. We
therefore select Nsym ¼ 1 or Nsym ¼ 5, Ns ¼ 3, Tint ¼ 1 ns
and W ¼ 1.5 GHz. We observe that the derived lower and
upper bounds are very tight and become tighter with the
increase in Nsym ¼ 5.

Fig. 3 PoED in the presence of Nakagami-m NBI for Nsym ¼ 20

Fig. 2 PoED in the presence of Nakagami-m NBI for Nsym ¼ 1
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7 Conclusions

The PoED is a significant metric for estimating the ToA of the
first path and thus the accurate location of the position of any
node in the wireless sensor network. In this work, we have
evaluated approximate closed-form expressions for the
PoED of the first path of UWB positioning sensor networks
when NBI is subject to Nakagami-m fading. The derived
expressions are given as finite sums of hypergeometric
functions as opposed to the semi-infinite sums presented in
past works. We have also derived lower and upper closed-
form bounds on the PoED. The derived analytical
expressions can be a useful mathematical tool for the
estimation of the PoED of the first path, that is, the ToA of
the first path, and thus locating the position of a wireless

Fig. 4 Lower and upper bounds for the PoED in the presence of
Nakagami-m NBI for Nsym ¼ 1

Fig. 5 Lower and upper bounds for the PoED in the presence of
Nakagami-m NBI for Nsym ¼ 5
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sensor node accurately. The overall work does not only
enhance the potential of UWB signals for outdoor
applications but it can also be an efficient tool to rescue
teams saving lives by locating the accurate position of
people in disaster areas where a sensor network has been
deployed.
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